
	  
	  

Why People Don’t Give When You Ask  
 
You volunteered (willingly or not) to serve on a ‘Major Donor’ Committee for a favorite 
charity. You went to incredible lengths to identify potential donors you know. You crossed 
the vast “appointment barrier” and overcame the fear of asking for a gift. You finally met and 
laid out your case. You felt it went well. But, the answer was... “NO.” 
 
The immediate response is to blame the economy, the cause or organization, or even the 
DONOR. (Resist that temptation.)  What is one of the main reasons people don’t give when 
asked for a gift? The answer could be a simple, three-letter word...  
 
YOU. 
 
In complete fairness, “YOU” includes your charity’s executives and leaders, your fundraising 
agency, plus you. Knowing why people don’t give may be more important than knowing why 
they do. Look at these four common culprits. 
 

Poor Research: 

Did you go into the meeting without knowing the prior giving record to your 
charity, or what he/she gave to other charities? Do you know who secured a 
previous large gift and why they were successful? Did you factor in the best time of 
year to ask? 

Insufficient Grooming: 

Most large gifts culminate after years of communication and involvement with the 
charity. Consequently, your request may have been premature in the relationship. 

Wrong Person: 

If the base fundraising axiom is “people give to people,” consider upgrading your 
platitude to “peers give to peers.” Matching solicitor and prospect – economically, 
politically, socially and relationally – will increase the chance of success.  

Excluded the Spouse: 

Imagine your joy at getting an initial commitment greater than you had asked or 
anticipated. Now, imagine the pit in your stomach when the check comes in for far 
less than that pledged amount. Not including ALL the decision-makers (like a 
spouse, business partner or children) in the original meeting can backfire. 

 
The situation isn’t hopeless. Spending some extra time BEFORE will greatly increase the 
rewards AFTER.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Carolyn Hamrock, CEO 


